hapel Hart is a trio of cousins. Sisters Danica and Devynn
Hart, along with first cousin Trea Swindle grew up in a small
community called Hart’s Chapel, Mississippi. The group
started out as a duo while playing in New Orleans. They took a
couple years to try and acclimate to the New Orleans music scene,
but they knew that wasn’t what was in
their heart to do. When Devynn joined
Trea and Danica, the three decided to go
back to what they really loved, which was
country music.
After the success of their single, “Jesus
& Alcohol,” Chapel Hart released “I Will
Follow” and “You Can Have Him Jolene.”
They have been named one of CMT’s
Next Women Of Country and are curNew Single
rently working on their second album to
“You Can Have Him
be released in early 2022.
Jolene”
Currently, Chapel Hart is taking audiences by storm in venues all over the country on their Follow
Your Hart Tour. Those fortunate enough to get to see them live
will be treated to an evening of heart and personality where they
feel like they are sitting at home in their living room, hanging
out with their best friends and listening to some great country
music. “As expressed by the girls of Chapel Hart, “Our music is a
combination of influences from each of our backgrounds, delivered from our hearts.”
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“Thanks again to the lovely Chapel
Hart ladies for the opportunity to
perform alongside them in the video of
the truly great song, “Jesus & Alcohol“.
Mercy, my...! These girls have
something superb to share and show
off with… Gracias!”

–Billy Gibbons, ZZ Top

“Rarely in a career does one
encounter such a combination of
talent, work ethic, intelligence,
personality and beauty. They are
destined for success and I am
thrilled and honored to join Chapel
Hart on their ride to the top!”

–Manager and Producer, Jeff Glixman

www.chapelhart.com

Booking: Jeff Hill, 615-305-0475
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